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Financial Peace Junior makes teaching kids about money fun! Packed with tools, resources, and

step-by-step instructions, inside is everything you need to make learning about money a part of daily

life. The lessons of working, giving, saving, and spending are brought to life through fun stories in

the activity book, and kids will love tracking their progress on the dry-erase board! Parents will love

the FREE electronic copy of the New York Times best-selling book, Smart Money Smart Kids.

Financial Peace Junior doesn't just give you the tools to teach your kids to win with money it shows

you how.
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I loved the concepts and my kids had a really fun time going through the activity book. Each day

they were excited about "Money Class." However, this kit is really only suited for one child. It comes

with only one workbook, (which I had to make copies of for my two kids), ONE set of money

envelopes and ONE Chore Chart. I do have to say the chore chart was made from a really sturdy

magnetic white board, unlike cardboard whiteboards I have seen used for chore charts. The

magnets that come with it are great as well, but it can really only be used by one child at a time. The

Parent handbook that was included in the kit was very light on info, however the kit comes with a

free e-book copy of the book Smart Money Smart Kids which is full of great information.

My 3 year old daughter loves earning and spending money! We hung the chart on the refrigerator



and she will look at it daily to be sure she has made money all the possible ways for that day. I keep

the envelopes in my purse so she can always spend her hard earned money when she pleases. It

helps a ton when she's begging for petty items at the store that I don't want to purchase. I tell her

she can spend her own money on it but she only has $5 and this will take 4 of them. She will totally

rethink the situation and half the time reasonably decide it's not worth it. It's fun and it teaches the

meaning of a dollar at such a young age. I still buy her stuff frequently but for the extra little stuffed

animal she sees and wants it's up to her if it's worth her dollars. Since she is 3 we typically only use

the spending envelope but have also used the savings envelope so she could save up for a $25

scooter. She felt so proud the day that she could purchase it for herself. As Dave has

recommended, it is usually best to introduce the quick spending reward to this age group and later

introduce the savings and giving. I agree with that plan

I have had this now for a month. I bought one for my 3 year old and one for my 5 year old.... My 3

year old doesn't get it too well... He'd rather be jumping off counters, and giving his mom a heart

attack then to even care about money. My 5 year old is AWESOME with this, this has given her a

new view on money. Where before she viewed money as something limitless, is now something that

is not so limitless. She understanding that $10 takes a long time to save, and I better treat things

nice because it would cost a lot of money to replace it. I gave 4 stars because it says it's for 3 yr

olds, and my 3 year old has had a hard time understanding it.. But it maybe it's just my 3 yr old. But

other than that, my house has never been cleaner- my 5yr old actually does her choresðŸ˜•

I use this with my 4.5 year old and it's great at helping her to understand the concepts of work,

saving, spending, and giving. Love that. My 2.5 year old now asks to "make commission", which is

awesome.

First I love the price not to expensive. Second I love it even more because it works, my 4 and 6 year

old are increasingly motivated to complete there chores and they feel really accomplished when

they get paid. My 6 year old gets "paid" 1x per week and has really adopted using the chart and

saving envelopes. I am recommending to all my friends with young children looking to instill some

resposibility in there children!

Very nice starting kit for children. My son is 8 and he enjoys the envelopes. They are small

envelopes so it won't hold very many bills so I would say this is something for smaller kids with



smaller allowances. (Not that his allowance is very big. lol)

I bought 2 of these for my grandchildren & was so pleased I bought one for my other grandson to

start him out on the right foot with budgeting.

Love this kit! It has helped me to work with my son to start learning the importance of how to

manage money, how to save and the importance of giving.
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